EU Budget
Introduction
The budget is central to EU decision-making and politics. The EU budget is the EU’s principle source of funding and,
although it is comparatively small, gives the organisation independent political power. Budget negotiations deal with
sensitive topics such as the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), structural funds and regional aid, over which members
are often fiercely split, therefore it is often a focus for disagreement amongst member states. The budget raises
questions about how the EU institutions themselves operate: it is at the centre of arguments about how far the EU
should act as a supranational government and about how accountable its largely unelected bodies are with public
money.
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that Britain got a better deal, the EU budget continued to grow rapidly, with the CAP and payments to poorer member
countries like Ireland, Spain, Portugal and Greece being particularly expensive.
In the late 1980s, a new budget model was developed to reduce conflict, with the budget being agreed for a sevenParliamentary system
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How does the EU Budget work?
EU budgets are decided for periods of seven years. A budget plan is proposed by the Commission and then debated by
the European Council and the European Parliament, both of whom have to vote to agree on the budget. Budget
negotiations often last for several years, with most of the discussions taking place behind closed doors between heads
of government. Budget negotiations
always have to take political concerns into account: Britain and France are
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electoral system. Each of the 650 voting constituencies in the UK are represented by
an MP. During the general and most local elections, the candidate with most of the votes
becomes the local representative. Candidates campaign door-to-door, hold debates and
publish manifestos (comparable to shopping list of what they are planning to do once
they are in power). Eligible voters, about 46m in the UK, receive their polling card once
they register online, or they can vote by post.
Party with most of the votes is invited by the Queen to form a government. If there is no
clear winner, there is a hung Parliament. In this case, a minority or coalition government
can be formed. A minority government does not have an overall majority in Parliament. A
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government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

EU Budget
Facts and figures
 The EU budget for 2014-2020 is set at €960 billion in commitments (€908 billion in actual payments).
 The UK is one of 12 net contributors to the EU budget – meaning it gives more than it gets back in payments.
 In 2013, the UK contributed €14.51 billion to the 2013 budget (taking the rebate, which is paid by other
European countries to the UK, of €3.8 billion, into account).The EU budget is small compared to other
government budgets: the 2014 budget totalled €142.6 billion while the US budget for 2014 was $3,500 trillion
(€3,106 trillion).
 The EU budget represents around 1% of the EU’s gross national income.
 CAP remains the largest single budget item, amounting to around 40 per cent of the total budget.
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“The UK Government recognises its responsibility… we are prepared to pay our fair share but no more than our fair
share."
Jack Straw, British Foreign Secretary, 2005

First-Past-The-Post
Members of Parliament in the House of Commons are elected using the first-past-thepost electoral system. Each of the 650 voting constituencies in the UK are represented by
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 http://ec.europa.eu/budget/budget_detail/current_year_en.htm
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-20442880
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government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.

